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Estate Planning:
Yearly Review

Like spring rains coaxing up daffodils, the new year brings forth as-

almost always distributed on the basis of beneficiary designations.

pirations and resolutions to be better in every conceivable way. If our

Making sure these are up to date and dovetail with your overall

best intentions are fulfilled, we will collectively be richer, healthier,

plan is worth a checkup.

less distracted, more generous group of people by the end of 2019.

PREPARE YOUR DIGITAL ESTATE PLAN

It’s also a great time to make sure estate planning is up to date for you
and your clients. Make sure your ducks are in a row in case things
go sideways. One of the underappreciated goals of estate planning is
to ease the loss for your loved ones. Having everything updated and
organized is a great way to help those left behind.

Digital asset planning is becoming increasingly important as more
and more of our information, correspondence, photos and videos are
stored online and in the cloud. This is an emerging area of the law, and
there is a delicate interplay between private contractual arrangements
(terms of service agreements), federal law and state laws. Many states

REVIEW LEGAL DOCUMENTS

have adopted the Uniform Law Commission’s Revised Fiduciary

Maybe it’s been a while since your planning documents were

Access to Digital Assets Act (RUFADAA). Under this law, fiduciaries

prepared. Pull them out, read them, and see if they still fit the

have greater access to digital assets than they otherwise would, but

circumstances. Ask your clients “Have things changed in your

a testator or principal under a power of attorney needs to empower

family?” Births, deaths, marriages, divorces, relocations, or simply

that fiduciary to exercise that power. If the will, trust or power of

family members aging can make a difference in your planning.

attorney was created before 2015, it won’t reference this state law,

Tax laws have also changed substantially over the last few years, so

and likely doesn’t address digital assets at all. This is a great time to

a conversation with your estate planning attorney or CPA about

take inventory of your digital life, and do estate planning accordingly.

whether the documents are still appropriate from a tax perspective

CHECK TRUST FUNDING

is also advisable if the documents have a little age on them. Consider whether formula funding of sub-trusts is appropriate under
the new laws. Consider basis management and income tax planning
opportunities that are available in this estate tax environment.

If you or your clients have inter vivos trusts, it’s a relatively simple
process to review titling of assets to ensure that the funding of the
trusts is as intended. Regardless of whether trusts are involved, it’s a
good opportunity to list an inventory of assets: bank accounts, invest

AUDIT BENEFICIARY DESIGNATIONS

ment accounts, retirement accounts and annuities, insurance policies,

Often these designations control a significant portion of a person’s

real estate, business and other assets.

estate. Life insurance, IRAs, 401(k)s and other retirement plans are

Continued on page 2

Continued from page 1

SHARE LOCATION OF DOCUMENTS
Prepare a list of the locations of your important documents and
provide that (or where to find it) to your future fiduciary. If you’re
deceased or disabled, someone will need to be able to locate your

Window
OF

OPPORTUNITY
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act

will, POA documents, life or disability insurance policies, and

(TCJA), passed in December

possibly other information, including banking and investment

2017, was the largest shake-up

statements, tax records, military paperwork, birth certificates,

of the Internal Revenue Code

citizenship information, car titles, deeds, divorce decrees, business

since the 1986 revision. Among

documents, etc.

the changes in the TCJA was a

LIST KEY CONTACTS

doubling of the exemption for

Make sure your loved ones and your fiduciary can easily contact

estate taxes, from $5M (indexed for inflation) to $10M (indexed

your team of advisors and other important contacts in your life.

for inflation). After adjusting for inflation, the 2019 exemption

Curate contact information for your business advisors: business

amount is $11.4M per person. This is good news for individuals

partner(s) or employer, financial advisor, accountant, attorney,

and couples with higher net worth. The bad news is that this is, as

banker, insurance agent, etc. Other important contacts are clergy,

a TV infomercial personality might say, a limited time offer. This

physicians, fiduciaries, funeral director, etc.

doubling of the exemption amount is set to expire after 2025. Do

PLAN FOR YOUR FUNERAL

taxpayers have to die before 2026 to take advantage of the new rules?

Some folks prefer to pre-arrange their funerals. Even if no formal
arrangements are made however, there are common questions that
arise following a death. If you have made and documented your
wishes during life, those questions will be much easier for your
family to answer after you’re gone. Questions like these will be
asked in the immediate aftermath of a death: Burial vs. Cremation
vs. Donation? If burial, where? Who should be invited to be a pallbearer? If donation, where? Should there be a service? If yes, what
does that look like? Eulogies, readings, music, multimedia, etc. are
options that should be considered. What should be included in an
obituary? If donations will be requested in lieu of flowers, what
organization(s) should benefit?

Thankfully, the answer is no. Gifting strategies can be implemented
during life to shelter wealth from future estate taxes at death. But
the built-in collapse (back to pre-TCJA levels) of the exemption
amount raised a question with many planners: if a taxpayer utilizes
a portion of his or her exemption before the end of 2025, what
happens to that taxpayer’s remaining exemption? In other words,
if an individual with an $11.4M exemption makes a $5M taxable
gift in 2019, and is still alive in 2026, what is his or her exemption
at that point? Would there be a “clawback?” This concern arose in
2012 in the lead-up to the “fiscal cliff.” The estate tax exemption
was raised in 2013, so the clawback concerns became moot.
Proposed regulations issued in November provide a taxpayer

First Covenant has developed forms and checklists to assist with
reviews of this nature. Contact us for help with working with your
clients to be sure their planning is ready for 2019 and beyond.

friendly answer to the clawback question. Based on the rationale
that the statute was intended to provide a benefit to taxpayers and
not to retroactively deny taxpayers dying after 2025 the benefit of
the higher exclusion amount, the proposed Regs provide that the
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doubling of the exemption amount is, in essence, a “use it or lose
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it” proposition. This provides planners an unprecedented oppor-
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WHY CHOOSE A

Corporate TRUSTEE?

Answering this question is like peeling back the layers of an onion.

place ensuring separation of duties. This is an auditing and internal

Because of the depth of this question, this will be the first in a series

controls concept which helps minimize the risk of fraud and/or self-

highlighting the value a professional trustee can bring. Using a pro is

dealing. These checks are not in place (indeed they cannot be when

not always the right fit, but a professional fiduciary can bring a lot of

one person is acting) with individual trustees.

value to the table more often than one may think, and for reasons you
may not have considered.

Another advantage of having a group of people working as trustee
is that multiple perspectives can be brought to bear in the variety

To start this series, this article will consider the value that a corporate

of situations which arise in the course of the administration. For

trustee can bring through its expertise and specialization. The old ad-

example, a significant transaction or distribution will be subject to

age goes, “two heads are better than one.” The biblical proverb says,

the management and oversight of a trust committee. This committee

“Without counsel purposes are disappointed, but in the multitude

is composed of a group of people with expertise in various areas that

of counsellors they are established” and seems like it could have been

are relevant to trust administration, including business, financial ser-

written with trustees in mind. With corporate trusteeship, multiple

vices, the law of trusts and estates, taxation, fiduciary duties and best

individuals are working together as trustee on the same trust. These

practices, etc. Having this committee allows the corporate trustee to

are people with varying skills, talents and strengths that have been

draw upon the advice and input of the members of the trustee’s team

fortified with different tracks of education and specialized trustee-

in a systematic way. Bringing the different realms of experience and

specific training. Many of these areas are technical and specialized,

expertise of the entire committee together upon the question at hand

and there are hidden pitfalls that can snare lay trustees. There are

improves the odds of reaching a good decision. This is especially true

plenty of smart, well-educated people for whom reading tax legalese

as compared to an individual trustee who may have good intentions

may as well be Greek. Conversely, with one corporate trustee, each

and a good education but who is not versed or experienced in one or

trust sees the benefit of expertise in many areas (legal, investing, ac-

more of the fields that are especially relevant to trust administration.

counting and recordkeeping, operations, etc.) which no individual,

Given the advantage that a corporate trustee can bring in terms of

no matter how talented, could fully replicate.

expertise and specialization, consider whether your trust (or your

In addition, a corporate fiduciary has policies and procedures in

client’s) is important enough to benefit from this expertise.
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ANNOUNCING OUR NEW NORTH CAROLINA OFFICE

NEWS FROM OUR TEAM

First Covenant Trust & Advisors is pleased to announce the opening of a new office located
in Hickory, North Carolina. This new location opens the door for First Covenant Trust to

Congratulations to Preston

provide to North Carolinians the same individualized, professional, caring, cost-effective

McMurray,

fiduciary services that Covenant has been providing clients from its offices in South Dakota

passed the CPA exam.

who

recently

and Tennessee since 2011.
Congratulations to Virginia
Groover,

who

graduated

ETSU with a Master’s of Accountancy.
Congratulations to Paul Hoilman for passing the CFP
(Certified Financial Planner)
exam.
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